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The invention relates to a. container such as a a ?exible tube ‘of rubber or'rthe like may'jibe 
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cup or mug or stein from which beverages are straightened in a straight bore, the passage? is 
to be drunk. ' _ - preferably straight for receiving either a- rigid 

An object of the invention is to provide a bev- or ?exible tube, it being recalled that straight 
erage container of the character described having 5 suction tubes are ‘ :frequently referred to -' as 
means for facilitating a suction removal‘ of its “straws.” ' . . ' ‘ . . ' 

contents in lieu of drinking from the lip thereof. In the present structure, the handle portion 8 
Another object is to provide for the progressive provides a straight passage‘ 9, ‘extends obliquely 

removal of the beverage from the bottom thereof, upwardly from the receptacle bottom; and. may 
whereby to avoid the drinking of any froth or 10 be connectedto the 'receptacle'near its top end 
scum on the beverage. by means of an integral‘handle portion l3. *In 
A more speci?c object is to provide a cup of this manner, the handle portions v8 and 13 co-' 

the type described having a suction-well provided operate with the opposed mug'side to provide a 
in an accessory portion of the container which handle loop forzreceiving?ngers of ‘a supporting 
may also comprise a handle for the'container. 15 hand. With the resulting dispesition‘of the dis; 
The invention possesses other objects and fea- charge end of the passage 9 at‘a point laterally 

tures of advantage, some of which, with the fore- spaced froml the receptacle, the :dr'inker’s 'faee 
going, will be set forth or be apparent in the fol- need not be directly over the receptacle as when 
lowing description of a preferred embodiment a suction tube is applied within the receptacle. 
thereof, and in the accompanying drawing, in 20 While I have disclosed the provision of the 
which, passage 9 in a lateral mug extension 8 which com 
Figure 1 is ‘a perspective view of a stein-like - prises part Of the mug handle, it Will be under 

mug embodying the features of the invention, stood that such an extension is not necessarily 
and supported in a person’s hand by its handle Part Of a handle- ~A1S0, the angularity 0f the 
for the removal of its contents through a suction 25 extension with respect to the adjacent mug Side 
straw disposed in its suction well. may be varied; in fact, the angle between the 

Figure 2 is an elevation of the mug with the extension and the Opposed mug Side portion may 
structure thereof shown in section at the suction be zero whereby the extension is parallel to the 
well. mug side and cross-sections taken at different 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary section at the line 30 heights along the Wall may be as the Section Of 
3—3 in Figure 2. Figure 3. 
Figure 4 is a plan View of the mug, For facilitating the removal of the mug con 
As particularly illustrated, the features of pres- tents through a tube l2 disposed in the passage 

ent invention are incorporated in the structure 9. the receptacle bottom portion l4 may be pro 
of a mug B or the like having a receptacle portion 35 Vided With a depression '5 Opposite the end of the 
‘l of cylindrical form provided with a handle ex- passage 9 and arranged to facilitate the flow of 
tending integrally therefrom. Essentially, a lat- liquid from the receptacle Cavity into the tube 
eral receptacle extension 8 provides a suction 01‘ Straw lz- AS particularly Shown, the lower 
passage 9 connected with the bottom of the recep- most Corner Of the Suction tube I2 is arranged 
tacle cavity H, with the passage 9 extending at 40 to rest upon an undepressed bottom portion ad 
least to the plane of the lip of the mug. Con- jacent the depression 15. 
veniently, and as shown, the extension 8 com- The described mug structure may be formed 
prises part of the mug handle, of glass or ceramic ware or a plastic or a metal 
While the passage 9 may be utilized directly as may be desired. It Will of COUI‘SE be ObViOLlS 

as a suction passage for removing the receptacle 45 that a precise handle outline for providing the 
contents by the application of the drinker’s mouth present Straight suction passage 9 is generally 
to the upper passage end at the upper end of the immaterial 
tubular handle portion 8, it will generally be pref- While of general utility, the present mug struc 
erable for sanitary reasons, that a drinker utilize tllre has been Particularly designed to facilitate 
an individual tube applied through the passage 9 50 the drinking ‘therefrom of liquids which have 
for removing the mug contents by suction. Ac- frothy 01‘ unpalatable tOD Portions 01‘ Carry fruit 
cordingly, the extension 8 is so formed that the pieces or other decorations above the liquid, Such 
suction passage 9 therethrough may freely receive liquids including medicinal preparations, egg 
a suitable suction tube 12. Since rigid suction noggs and other whipped beverages, malt liquors, 
tubes of glass or paper are usually straight, and 5.5 chocolate drinks, etc. Since the liquid to be 
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served would be originally placed in the cup from 
the top of its cavity l I, the passage 9 will be free 
of froth or scum, and the insertion of a straw 12 
therein may not cause a clogging of the straw 
bore as might occur if the straw is lowered di 
rectly into the liquid in the cup cavity. It will 
thus be understood that the present mug struc 
ture is useful both in the hospital and the home 
and at refreshment counters. 
From the foregoing description taken in con 

nection with the accompanying drawing, the ad 
vantages of the'construction and method of use 
will be readily understood by those skilled in the 
art to which the invention appertains. While I 
have described the features and the principle use 
of an arrangement which I now consider to, be a 
preferred embodiment of my inVentionVQI desire 
to have it understood that the showing is pri 
marily illustrative, and that such changes may 
be made, when desired, as fall within the scope 
of‘the following claims. 

I claim: ' > . ' 

1. In a mug or the like, a body providing a 
liquid receptacle and a'lateral tubular extension 
providing a uniform straight passage connected 
with the receptacle space solely at a receptacle 
side point‘adjacent the receptacle bottom, and a 
straight and laterally rigid suction tube remov 
ably disposed in‘ said passage and having its lower 
end supportedlyv engaging the receptacle bottom 
and its upper end exposed beyond the top of the 
passage for the application of a person’s mouth 
thereto for effecting the suction removal of the 
receptacle contents, the receptacle bottom op 
posite the lower tube end being vertically stepped ' 
with the higher bottom portion thereat support 
ingly engaging the tube and the lower bottom 
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portion thereat extending laterally beyond the 
tube end to provide for a free liquid flow along 
the bottom and beneath the tube into its said 
end. 

2. In a mug or the like, a body providing a 
liquid receptacle and a lateral tubular extension 
providing a passage extending upwardly from 
the receptacle bottom to at least its top level, a 
suction tube removably disposed in said passage 
and having its lower end supportedly engaging 
the receptacle bottom and its upper end exposed 
beyond the top of the passage for the sucking 
application of a person’s mouth thereto, the re 
ceptacle bottom opposite the lower tube end be 
ing vertically stepped with the higher bottom 

, portion thereat supportingly engaging the tube 
and the lower bottom porion thereat extending 
laterally beyond the tube end to provide for a 
free liquid ?ow beneath the tube into its said end. 

3. In a mug or the like, a body providing a 
liquid receptacle, and a lateral extension of the 
body providing a passage extending upwardly 
from the bottom of the mug receptacle to at least 
the plane. of the receptacle top, a suction tube 
replaceably disposed in said passage with its low 
er end supportedly engaging the receptacle bot 
tom while its upper end is exposed beyond the 
top of the ‘passage for the suction removal of the 
receptacle contents through the tube, and means 
facilitating the flow of liquid from the receptacle 
bottom to the intake end of the installed tube, 
said means comprising the formation of the re 
ceptacle bottom with a depressed portion dis 
posed to‘ underlie less than all of the lower end 
of the tube and to extend laterally from beneath 
the tube. 
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